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These are some of the more opular options that our 
customers have the opportunity to choose from when 
designing their custom Wilding Wallbeds
 



Dakota
When “less is more”, the minimalist design of the Dakota might 
be the perfect fit for you. This exceptionally affordable all-wood 
wallbed, showcases the most simplistic of all our designs.
 

Cabinets
Customize the look of your Wallbed with out wide selection 
of cabinetry. With your choice of drawers, slide out trays, 
wardrobes, and shelving you can truly make your Wilding 
Wallbed one of a kind  

Drop Down 
TableScape Your overnight guests will appreciate the Scape for its modern 

and beautiful look, ease of use and comfort. This contemporary, 
modestly priced Wallbed will turn any room into a comfortable 
bedroom or multi-use room. 

This unique Drop Down Table is Designed to attach to the 
face of most vertical Wilding Wallbeds. This creative 
option is a great way to make your space work for you.



Remington The Remington Murphy Bed exemplifies a simplistic and 
delightful design. The all wood construction and solid wood 
face trims present a feeling of warmth and charm. 

Turn your guest room into a functional and comfortable 
office space by adding our optional Studio Desk. We're 
confident that you will love this option.

Studio Desk

Newport
The Newport Murphy Bed employs a tasteful eight-panel, 
solid wood trimmed face, complimented by crown molding 
and great-looking bead board detailing. This model will add 
beauty and functionality to any room of your house.

 

The Studio Desk

Projection

Queen - 65.5”
Full - 59.5”
Twin - 44.5”

King - 81.5”

King - 88”
Queen - 88”

Full - 83”
Twin - 83”

90”
90”
86”
86”

Studio Desk:  21” D 
8” desk clearance



Park City Chesapeake

Santa Fe

The Park City Murphy Bed captures the essence of both luxury and 
rustic comfort that is reminiscent of the Mission-style furnishings 
design of the early 1900’s. Featuring the warmth of all wood 
construction and solid wood trims.

The Santa Fe Murphy bed is a delightful old American Craftsman 
style bed. The face design is achieved by interlocking parallel 
solid wood trims that give the bed an artisan or modern feel 
depending on the wood type and color selected. 

The Chesapeake provides a familiar Eastern Seaboard feel. 
The bed face features a unique vertical version of the 
age-old ship-lap, planked wood design. A popular choice due 
to it's eye-catching, yet casual, comfortable design.  

Specs

 

The Studio Series Cabinet Options

Width  options for side cabinets : 16”,  20”,  
Glass Door  options for side cabinets  :    C  -  G
Upper Door  options for side cabinets  :   B  -  C
Slide-out Night Tray options for side cabinets  :    A  -  G

Projection

Queen - 65.5”
Full - 59.5”
Twin - 44.5”

King - 81.5”

King - 88”
Queen - 88”

Full - 83”
Twin - 83”

77.75”

FE  DCB A G  

90”
90”
86”
86”

Bookcase 3 Drawer Door & Drawer 3 Drawer
Wardrobe Wardrobe

Door & Drawer Door & Drawer
Hutch

3 Drawer
Hutch

Headboard Option:  Standard (.75”) - 16” Bed 
Deep (5.875”) - 20” Bed
Storage Headboard (8.75”) - 23” Bed


